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EDITORIAL 

Differential tuition process needs re-engineering 

f On April 11, Polygon held a vote on the issue of a differential tuition for students admitted to the College 
le Sw i) of Engineering at UW-Madison, raising the cost to students by $700 a semester. The UW Board of Regents 
éxy requires student input for any sort of tuition hike, and Polygon, as the student representation for the Col- 

> lege of Engineering (CoE) has been tasked with providing this input. 

ie Over the past decade, state funding for UW-Madison has been steadily declining. At the same time, the cost 
* of educating engineers is on the rise. Keeping pace with ever-evolving technology required for lab courses, 

the need for faculty salaries that compete with industry and planned additions to engineering curriculum 
all contribute to this increasing cost. These diverging forces are leading to a serious deficit in funding that 
threatens the quality of education that CoE students will receive. 

Marty Grasse BEES Asay Oe 

Writing Editor The differential tuition plan was designed by Dean Peercy and the rest of the dean’s office to help meet the 
need for additional funding. According to their calculations, the tuition increase should provide the CoE 
with approximately $3,000,000 in additional funds per semester. 

y The dean’s office plans to use this funding primarily to hire new faculty (50 percent), improve our labs and 
«@ machine shop (20 percent), improve student services such as computer-aided-engineering and engineering 

a career services (15 percent) and make additions and changes to the course curriculum (15 percent). 
] 

co . The intentions of the dean’s office are good and the funding deficit is a very serious problem. However, we 
©) om, feel that the way the administration is obtaining the student input requested by the Board of Regents leaves 

Se much to be desired. Last year, a committee of student leaders on campus was selected by Dean Peercy to 
oo head the newly formed “CoE Differential Tuition Committee.” These students were tasked with promot- 

iH ing the tuition hike to students prior to the Polygon vote in April. Since formation, the committee has held 
several meetings with the presidents of engineering student organizations and one public listening session 

Mike Verner about the plan. 

Writing Editor These efforts strike us as too little, too late. If the dean’s office truly wanted student input, it should have 

been more proactive earlier in the process to inform students about the issue at hand. At press time, many 
in the CoE were still unaware that a tuition hike was being discussed, much less that it was days away from being voted on. A differential 

tuition has been an issue for several years, yet the first meeting open to the public was held just weeks prior to the proposed vote. 

Furthermore, characterizing Polygon as a representative organization for the entire student body of the CoE is somewhat deceiving. 
Polygon is a collection of the student organizations within the CoE, so while they represent the collective opinion of the student organiza- 
tions on campus, all affected students may not have been heard. The idea expressed by the Differential Tuition Committee is that students 
who are not members of organizations should have sought out an organization and made their voice heard. However, publicity for the 
proposed vote was virtually nonexistent. 

We feel that the Differential Tuition Committee should have been tasked not with promoting the tuition hike, but with publicizing it. The 

student body should be informed about the reasons behind the proposed tuition increase, and then allowed to decide for themselves 
whether or not they support it. While a college-wide vote would require careful planning and execution, it would not use a large amount 
of resources. It would also gauge the opinion of the student body more effectively to fulfill the Board of Regent’s requirement for student 
input. 

By the time this issue is printed the Polygon vote will have already taken place. We hope that the student organizations voting will cast 
their vote against the proposal, not because we oppose the plan, but because a more legitimate forum for assessing student support 
should be used. 

, ‘ apne 4g" - 
What do you think about the proposed differential tuition? fie gee Stl 

Let us know at wiscengr@cae.wisc.edu. 
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PROFESSOR PROFILE 

Tort A wif 
j ons Supe = 

a mother, 

yW- Mails electrical and an el al and 
computer engineer 

By Victoria Yakovleva 

A s a wife and a mother of a 7-year- “I’ve always been a geek.... I’ve always _ outat least one post-doc,” she says. Though 
old boy, Irena Knezevic takes onthe liked math,” Knezevic says. With her first it is “always a very lucrative option” for 
role of counselor, tutor, cook, nurse exposure to physics in sixth grade, Kne- engineers to go into industry, it never ap- 

and disciplinarian. On top of all that, she is — zevic realized “early on that physics was _ pealed to Knezevic. 
an assistant professor of electrical and com- exactly to [her] taste; it was a perfect combi- 

puter engineering at UW-Madison. While _ nation of math and science.” Now, with almost three years of experience 

most mothers struggle to balance home at UW-Madison, Knezevic continues to ad- 

and work life, Knezevic has mastered this She proceeded to earn her undergraduate — vance in her field. In 2006, she was granted 

juggling act. degree in physics at the University of Bel- the NSF CAREER Award. This award be- 
grade in Serbia. Upon graduation, she real- stowed her with a 5-year, $400,000 grant 

Born and raised in Serbia, she was exposed _ ized that there’s more money for research for her work in theoretical modeling and 

to a different type of family life than many in the States, and so she went to Arizona simulation of short structures in very small 
of us are accustomed to in the U.S. There, State University in 1999 for her graduate _ timescales. 
families have a difficult time supporting _ studies. 

themselves on just one income; so every- “The NSF CAREER Award is good be- 

one works, including the women. Upon That same year, she married; the following cause it’s an honor and also good because 

coming to the United States in 1999, Kne- year, she had her first child. it’s money, which is probably even better,” 

zevic recognized that “there are definitely Knezevic says. 

cultural differences” between women here Remarkably, the birth of her son did not 
and women in Serbia. hinder Knezevic from getting her Ph.D. Currently, she is teaching a “high-level 

In fact, it kept her focused and efficient-it graduate course” on transport in semicon- 

“When I was growing up, I didn’t think that taught her how to prioritize. She learned —_ ductor devices. If you pass by room 3349 of 

it was that big of a deal that I was a girl,” how to be productive during the day sothat — Engineering Hall on a Monday, Wednesday 

Knezevic says. Living in the United States, she could spend time with her son during _ or Friday afternoon, you are likely to hear 

however, has made her realize the lack of the evening. After completing her Ph.D., her prominent voice project throughout the 
women in science and engineering—a real- Knezevic began work at UW-Madison. hall. Her vibrant enthusiasm, punctuated 

ity that becomes apparent the moment you . j hand gestures and eccentric articulation en- 

enter a Physics 201 classroom. “The good side about engineering, espe- sure that no student in her class ever dozes 
cially if you’re a woman in engineering, is off, 

She never thought that her gender would _ that the opportunities for you to get a fac- 

affect her standing in the field of electrical _ulty position right after a Ph.D. are much Though the class is typically taught ev- 

and computer engineering. She just wanted greater than anything else such as physics, ery other day from 2:30 to 3:30, Knezevic 

to pursue what she enjoyed. where traditionally you shouldn’t try with- sometimes has to cut her week short. She 
~ is currently six months pregnant, so she 

| sometimes needs an extended weekend. Ett 
To compensate, she conducts an extended 

q cel 2 lecture on Mondays from 2:30 to 4:30 (now 

y ie e that’s one heck of a power lecture!). 

‘7 3 
{ 3 “Sometimes [the class] is a bit fast; but 

a g there's a lot to go over so it sort of has to 
2 be,” Jeremy Kirch, a fifth-year senior cur- 

| « rently taking Knezevic’s class, says. “The 
| < homework is a bit too difficult for me, but 

i awe e that’s good. It’s challenging, which I like,” 

See EEE... 2 he says. 

Knezevic presents the Monte Carlo method to her transport and semiconductor 

devices class. 
SS eee ————————— 
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On top of his duties as a student, Kirch also i Es ee. ee 7 i 
works in Knezevic’s Nanoelectronics Theo- : aay \ ae a . i TT ae ee 

ry Group (NTG). 4 ie ; 4 ; eS a Fi 

‘ (UN : ‘ Se ae 
The NTG is involved with simulating and + ; 4a ge aes. ae cS i 
theoretically modeling electronic devices E o : mee Hi Ba ie a 
such as lasers, nanowires and transistors. In a: Sek % By ‘ a : ae 
such devices, there is a flow of charge carri- ie Be Mer «ais i 5 wi ee a oat 
ers known as electrons and “holes,” which a oi head : R Ne ae ae 
represent the absence of electrons. (Picture ae Roe me ae es Br; 
the bubbles in a glass of soda rising from eis ‘ ny 
the bottom to the top, with the liquid taking hs ae r Si rr 
the place of the bubbles; the bubbles are the mi ie Se ee) ih 
holes and the liquid is the electrons.) eS . z " 

In order to measure the effectiveness of aa om s ba 
" , , a 4 eat) 

electronic devices-that is, how efficiently | ee t F i 
the electronic devices switch from “on” AS Saeeaiemmee ey d ; 
to “off” (“on” being when the current is = a4 7 
flowing and “off” being when the current Bia L me 
is not flowing)-the charge carriers’ ability _ . 
to conduct current must be simulated. The i 
simulation involves tracking the path of the 5 
charge carriers across an electronic device 
using an equation that the carriers obey, 
known as the Boltzmann equation. This 
of course involves extensive knowledge of 
math and physics, which is why Knezevic 
is so passionate about it. 

g 

Kirch has been working with Knezevic g 
since the beginning of last summer. During ’ z 
this time, he has been working on setting yy 5 
up the Virtual Nanoelectronics Lab (VNL). y f 5 

( 3 
“The purpose of [the VNL] is so that either , ’ y : 
graduate students, or anyone else who is net 7 : 5 ” 2 
interested in the work that’s done here, Knezevic spends time with her son, Nikola, at a park on the west side of 

can come in and see what's being done,” Madison. 
he says. “The project in itself might not be 
the interesting thing; it’s more the content, : r ; ee | 
what the programs are that [the people of POs Smee On ane or ee ee 

this lab] make.” oe ee 
' ENG co MS ae 

Though Kirch has a lot of freedom in what a oo — me 
he does, occasionally he has to ask Knezevic = ag ee ae aid . oe a : 
if the site is going in the direction she was | eee oe F ay gf 7 — d 

hoping for. — ae pa i 4 cs a : ie a 

“Typically [Knezevic] is fairly busy. But 3 ee ue nae 
when I go in, she always has time to at least ial F use 
talk about things. Whenever I stop by, Iam - : ‘ i 
able to sit and ask her questions and she 
will give me advice,” he says. = 5 

§ 3 

A wife, a mother and a professor who al- si ie le 2 
ways has time for her students? That cer- a ob} 8 

tainly qualifies for “Supermom’ status. we e ; , re 
. 8 

Author bio: Victoria is a freshman at UW- Cae Qa S 

Madison who intends to major in biomedical is Ja ih rs 

engineering. This is her third article for the So JE 
Wisconsin Engineer. j= 

LS <= 3 

In her office, Knezevic displays her Nanoelectronics Theory Group website. “ 

ee eeEEE————E—E 
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UW-Madison joins fe ith G blish an onlin = Son joins forces wi oogie to establish an oO e€ 

book database available to the public 

By Elizabeth Grace 

mail, Google Earth, Google Images, _ ing in 2005, the project set out with the mis- a few chapters or even the full document. 
videos, maps, news, and just when sion to make it easier for people to access Most significantly, this database is free to 

you thought Google couldn’t do materials that they may not find in other use and growing rapidly. 
anything more — Google Book Search. Start- ways. It provides access to out-of-print 

books, books in all lan- Contributing to this rapid growth are the 
guages and other docu- partnerships Google is forming with uni- 

ments that can other- versities across the nation. UW-Madison 

wise be hard to find. became the eighth such university to join 
the effort. 

a Through its partner pro- 
é D grams, Google hopes to “Google’s staff is very committed to the 

v work with publishers to Google research project, and the [number] 
Eee! help readers find new Of resources put into it is astounding,” 
| books and for publish- Edward Van Gemert, Interim director of 

2 a ers to find and develop the UW-Madison General Library System, 

> - new authors. The pro- Says. 
il Le gram allows publishers t . 

, f fo Gubmit books under Van Gemert, who has been working closely 
i their copyright. If they wth Soogle on this project, says that the 

’ want t conifibute tp imtemet giant's dedication to their work 

" the site, they can post is evident by the doubling of their work 
: D4 2 their ele forpurchase force each year; part of this is because of the 

— A, a © Gooste Back Google Book Search project. Google staffers : —— on the Google Book oogle Book Search project. Google staffers 
< 4 : eaare hes tebe oiter- work to reposition and add value to content 

5 Fa ing what Google calls by preserving old documents provided to 
i “snippets” of the book. them by resources such as UW-Madison. 

2 These snippets give the a se snippets give the 7 ‘ re E ‘ 

Kelly Giles, a graduate student in the School of Library and reader a sample view of eo oe Si ae ee 
Information Studies, uses document digitization similar how the text appears. ele ee a Ae eae a ee an 
to that of the Google Library Project. Edward Van Gemert, Snippets may include oe a “ rhiscrtnee b ie eee add 
interim director of the General Library System, looks on. a few pages of a text, pe tenn BL eee ne 

ing government and historical writings. 
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The Google Library Project is helping to 
preserve this public domain through digi- C 

tization. 4 "7 

“This effort truly — 

exemplifies the vision of the Ca 
Wisconsin Idea-the notion b 

that the boundaries of the eens a 
A . ss ” . . - a — university are limitless. i ™ Ss. — 

- Edward Van Gemert a ia m Po Se bs 
as -_ janie Pa a eS 

$$$ $$ s_ ] ee Re eo 

a Zoe RE “The value the Google staff place on our | he : Fz TOE ae Pa: 
content and the work we do is astounding,” 4 —_—— ca ays . SS , uae 
says Van Gemert. This includes documents |Z mA ee HY. RO ES 

, if Beene : . a , ee ns CANA) QC RO 0 
primarily and most significantly involving |g = A As Sot tes 

the history of engineering (patents and dis- = WRN A NESS SRS eraemand 
i i ¢ a ARAN We Sita Pe — z 

coveries), history of medicine and history of Ss y) NARS is. B 
science. Documents from the areas of deco- SS = i i 3 ww ; . 
rative arts and materials culture, as well as Nes ; ; Berge cae . . = 
state genealogical information, come from Paul Ross, director of the Technical Communication Certificate internship program, 
fields unique to our university and will be uses Google Book Search to easily access information about his favorite authors. 

digitized. 

“This effort truly exemplifies the vision mation. Paul Ross, director of the technical Author bio: Elizabeth Grace is a junior ma- 

of the Wisconsin idea-the notion that the communications certificate internship pro- _ joring in English and technical communica- 

boundaries of the university are limitless,” gram at UW-Madison, feels that all those tions at UW-Madison. 

Van Gemert, says on the UW-Madison Li- involved in academia, specifically literary 
braries’ website on the digitization project. and historical studies, will receive the most 

benefit from the book search. Ross has used 
Despite the fact that no money changes _ the Google Book Search to research any- 

hands, both sides will benefit greatly from thing from works by his 
this project. Google wants to develop an favorite authors, to pri- _ 

enormous database of knowledge and in- mary documents on the { py tue uniyersiry 

formation through the use of ground-break- _ history of science. : | WISCONSIN 
ing technology, while UW-Madison wants Mere 
to strengthen our university by taking part “Up until about 1900, Department of Engineering 

in a revolutionary process. there is a lot of great in- Professional Development 
formation about the his- m es 

However, it’s more than just these two sides tory of science. There is Offering more than 300 continuing education 
that will benefit from this exchange of infor- great stuff for the history courses annually in 

eM z of science and the history @ Engineering @ Project Management 

5 il of ideas. For example, you @ Design ™ Management 
Hl aon " ee) could look at global warm- @ Operations ™@ Maintenance 

ran a at ing based on past weather ® Production @ Planning 

r | | aay i patterns available online,” 
(Tas by as Ross says. On-site, custom training options 
ri ce VN — eB Saye: Latest knowledge with a practical, results-oriented focus 

2 a So tonight after you check http://epdweb.engr.wisc.edu/ 
+ a your Gmail, locate satellite EES SRI SO HESS MER 

) age a images of your backyard Also offering the Master of Engineering in 

ei : = and read the most up-to- Professional Practice online degree 

va j pa date news ticker, feel free ™ Management and advanced technical skills for 
. { s to expand your knowl- engineering leaders 

ti. ; ie edge. Out-of-print essays = Immediate application to job responsibilities 
=. by your favorite authors i Internet-based delivery—anytime, anywhere 

~~ 2 or snippets of print from 

a 2 various editions of your http://mepp.engr.wisc.edu/ 

~ 2 textbook are now just a 
Shelves of books will become ac- click away. We 800-462-0876 custserv@epd.engr.wisc.edu 
cessible at the touch of a button on 
Google Book Search. 
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Straining for answers: a 

Understanding hamstring injuries 

By Marshall Stringfield 

e looked almost like Superman. He _ three of [the hamstring muscles] cross both The UW Neuromuscular Biomechanics Lab 
Hee: flashy red sprinter’s shoes _ the hip and knee joints, which puts them at _ joins the research forces of three lab groups 

and matching shorts over bright a somewhat greater risk of injury because from biomedical engineering, mechanical 
blue spandex. He was “faster than a speed- they are really controlling motion at two engineering and clinical rehab. Their mis- 
ing bullet” and many saw him as just ablur joints... so motion at either one joint or both sion: “Establish a scientific basis for the 
as he flew down the straightaways. Then _ joints will influence the demands placed on _ clinical treatment and prevention of impair- 
one day it happened. He rounded the turn _ the muscles.” ments that limit locomotor performance.” 
coming into the home stretch when a look 
of tremendous pain shot across his face. The “The biceps femoris is somewhat unique Tepegy SPE GAUL IE ceeds seen 
crowd gasped in horror; Superman went because it actually has two heads to it: one We can actually estimate 

down. Laying there clutching his leg, he thin aia hr ey hip and St den the muscle mechanics while 
howled in pain. What could have crippled and the other which spans just the knee,” aadivi H ee 
this sires so suddenly? As you teh Heiderscheit says. He went on to explain the individual is seen 
have guessed, it was a hamstring injury. But that it is responsible for 70-80 percent of and assess when they re 
the real question is: what causes it? hamstring injuries, which could be a result at risk for injury.” 

of any of three mechanical factors. D | Thel 
The hamstring, in layman’s terms, is the big ~ Varry elen 
muscle in the back of the leg. Muscle strains “First, the biceps femoris has relativly  ————_—_—_—_—_——— 
happen when the fibers tear at the junc- short muscle fibers. Second, it has innerva- 
tion of muscle and tendon. However, when _ tions from two different nerves. Third, the 

compared to other muscles in the human moment arm at the knee is different than The Lab has many different projects, but 
body, the hamstring is unique. the other two muscles,” Heiderscheit says. the reason for their research, besides spon- 

: sorship from NFL charities and The Aircast 
“The hamstring consists of three muscles No one is precisely sure what Causes the Foundation, could be answered by sports 

called the semitendinosus, the semimem-  1Jury, but the UW Neuromuscular Biome- enthusiasts everywhere: hamstring injuries 

branosus and the biceps femoris,” Bryan chanics Lab is laced up and trying to figure G¢cur more often than any other sports re- 
Heiderscheit, assistant professor of ortho- _ it out. lated injury. 

pedics and rehabilitation, explains. “All 
- The Lab’s research into the hamstring 
= stemmed from a project that was originally 

conducted by Thomas Best, a physician, 
a and Marc Sherry, a physical therapist, both 

7 vai f at the UW Health Sports Medicine Center. 
iy ae i In addition to the high frequency of cases, 

: . : they were observing high re-injury rates, 
lee ae io? extended recovery times and persistence 

oy oe an : , of “nagging” symptoms. Sherry developed 
“ a i, sa! a A roe what was, at the time, a novel rehab pro- 

nad = ; ZS gram. 

cc. GE S es cs 
FQ (|| a ae To test the program, they brought in in- 

A\ veal ss), —— ip dividuals who had recently injured their 
\ \ y= =3 ma hamstrings. Half of the participants went 

f ee § < i through this unique new program while 
¥ k | ‘ the others went through traditional rehab. 

rN a Ss = Almost immediately, those in the modified 
be i y = program began performing hamstring exer- 
1% > POT 2 cises in order to promote remodeling of the 
a y ‘\y eee’ ZL 2 muscle. At the same time individuals also 
a 2 } 5 si 2 worked to strengthen core muscles such as 
a cn BS Eee = the abdomen a lower back. 

From left: Christopher Westphal, Bryan Heiderscheit, Amy Silder, Professor Darryl 
Thelen and Liz Chumanov are pictured above. 
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The research study reduced re-injury rates “One-third of all hamstrings become re-in- | “We can actually estimate the muscle me- 
to almost zero compared with nearly 50 jured after returning to sport,” Heiderscheit chanics while the individual is sprinting 
percent from the traditional rehab pro- says. So what differentiates that re-injured and assess when they’re at risk for injury,” 
gram. This new program also showed evi- _ third from the remaining two-thirds? That Thelen says. 
dence of reducing recovery time. The prob- is apparently the trophy-winning question 
lem was they didn’t know exactly what was _ the lab is currently facing. But with all these Although simulations only create modeled 
happening at the muscle level or how they questions, how exactly is research being ac- estimates, they provide a wealth of infor- 
were getting such dramatic improvements. complished? mation. 
The next step, naturally, was to evaluate a y : 

what differences were occurring in these By studying athletes who have previously If we capture the kinematics of the system 

individuals. had a hamstring injury and been cleared to and the muscle activity we can feed those 

return to their sport, other methods have as inputs into his model and make some 
“When we started to look at was actually been developed to learn more about ham- More covert estimates of calculations on the 
known about the hamstring, we ended up _ string remodeling and re-injury. With the specific fiber length changes, tendon length 
going way back to the beginning because _ help of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), changes, whole muscle changes and even 
we realized that there was hardly any ob- _ the lab can quantify the amount of residual forces present within the muscle without 
jective evaluation of the mechanics of the _ scar tissue from the previous injury. having to directly measure,” Heiderscheit 
hamstring,” Heiderscheit says. So, the first says. 
project was to determine what the ham- “We've learned that even individuals who ine l : 

strings do and how they function in high- are five or six months post-injury often It’s been pretty well shown in animals and 
speed running in healthy individuals. have residual scar tissue at the musculo- human tissue that when muscle is taken to 

tendon junction, which is the site of prior greater length it’s at a greater risk of inju- 

However, studying the muscle’s mechanics _ injury,” Thelen says. ry,” Heiderscheit explains. “From that data 
and length changes directly can be difficult. we were able to determine regions in the 
Engineers, to your marks... gait cycle, [foot-to-foot contact of the same 

_ limb] when the hamstring is most likely to 
“Fundamentally, a strain injury would “ae ee be at risk for injury.” 
mean there is excessive strain within the js oo ch | 
muscle,” Darryl Thelen, UW-Madison as- i” got > | Specifically, Heiderscheit and Thelen be- 

sociate professor of mechanical and bio- My oe SCSCtéi‘it*sC levee that athletes are most likely to injure 
medical engineering, explains. “[However], a | oe cha | a hamstring during the late-swing phase of 

there is no direct way of measuring strain = : | __ the gait cycle-when your leg is out in front 
in biological tissue, so we have to look at a Me al of you and the knee is extended. 
indirect techniques of estimating what the A ae ‘ne 
strains are.” | “That's when the hamstring is loaded and 

“ | stretched and seems to be most susceptible 

Get set...What better way to study a sprint- a r Xy ct Ns | to injury,” Thelen says. 
ing related hamstring injury, than with a aus —_ OO | ye F . 
sprinters? At UW Health Sports Medicine —__— page. Combining all the information they have 
Center, mechanical engineering PhD stu- " ey bai 42 learned, researchers are now developing 
dent Elizabeth Chumanov and biomedi- ed : ways to prevent initial injury, as well as 
cal engineering PhD student Amy Silder, is = rehab programs that will speed recovery, 
place approximately 50 rubber markers > minimize residual scar tissue and reduce 

with reflective tape on volunteer subjects. 2 the probability of re-injury. 
They then attach electrodes to the surface E = ‘ : A 
of shaved patches of the body to measure UW-Madison decathlete and computer So af Me wish you could get back into those 
electrical activity within the muscles. engineering student Joe Detmer jogs sprinting shoes, then you're in luck. 

outside the Shell. Were: Su askin eae 

Go! Individuals then begin sprinting on a Thelen is also applying new dynamic imag- eae ae fanottie Garver who 
specialized treadmill that is capable of 30 _ ing techniques to this problem. This method fast,” Sild 

mph with a 35 percent incline. A system requires an individual to use a device that Sere | 
of eight optical digital cameras records Joads, or applies stress to, the hamstring So although our superhero might not be 
the Ge nelle eaone This momiors the while in the MRI scanner. Encoding the able to finish the season, he can still save the 
individual's position in space, helping to motion of individual pixels, using phase day helping future athletes stay healthy. We 
determine the kinematics of the body. contrast imaging, the lab can monitor and 

er measure image pixel motion to calculate Author Bio: Marshall Stringfield is a senior 
The Lab hasn’t hit the tape yet, though. In strain nnn muscle. majoring in industrial ant systems engi- 
addition to determining the cause of injury, neering with a certificate in technical com- 
researchers are working to understand the By combining motion-capture data and munications. This is his third article for the 

relatively high Te-injury rate associated _ studies of sprinting biomechanics withdata Wisconsin Engineer. 
with hamstring injuries. about muscle fibers, tendon stiffness and 

muscle geometry from cadavers, and us- 
“An athlete who's endured at least one ing as clever Seautainal techniques, 
hamstring poe likely to experience re- Thelen is able to develop a computer simu- 
peat injuries)’ Thelen says. lation of a person sprinting. 
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UWw-Maadisow team works to elimiwate aquatic buildup 

By Jaynie Sammons 

rom pirates to Navy seals, not even constant contact with water, the organisms _ side effects. Although the paint is not offi- 
Fe: most experienced of sea-goers cause problems when they start to form cially banned, its usage is highly frowned 

has been able to permanently protect in masses. The mass eventually becomes upon for obvious reasons. 
his ship from the buildup of pesky water- large enough that it creates resistance as 
loving organisms, properly known as bio- the ship passes through the water, result- Four years ago, Marc Anderson, professor 
logical fouling. This costly problem, titled ing in decreased maneuverability and fuel of civil and environmental engineering at 
in shorthand as “biofouling”, has troubled _ efficiency. UW-Madison, decided it was time to ex- 
sailors and other sea-faring folk for as long plore new options. He toyed with a few 
as ships have sought to cross the depths of Besides the negative economic effects, ideas, drawing inspiration from various 
the ocean. A team at UW-Madison has taken _ biofouling is also a nuisance to clean. The — sources. He claims the self-cleaning lotus 
on the task of finding an effective method buildup is foul in smell, and keeping the _ plant sparked his interest as a possible so- 
of antifouling--a term used to describe the _ ships free from organisms is not cheap; div- lution; however, not enough light reaches 
prevention of buildup. ers are constantly trying to maintain clean- _ the boat's hull to make this option viable. 

liness. He then considered a Teflon-like surface, 
Although the expression is used to describe but went back to brainstorming when he 
any unwanted mass of aquatic micro- and Here in the Lake Michigan area, zebra was unable to get the material to stick to the 
macro-organisms on a surface, biofouling is mussels are of largest concern; they are an ship. 
most commonly used in reference to ships. extremely invasive organism that domi- 
Organisms such as bacteria, barnacles and nates the food chain. They originate from Finally, in September 2003, Anderson went 

the Caspian Sea re- to his colleagues Daniel Noguera, also a 

aioe gion but have slowly UW-Madison professor of civil and envi- 
—. made their way tothe ronmental engineering, and Dean Tomp- 

, Great Lakes via trans- kins, UW-Madison associate scientist of 
a. oceanic vessels. Ze- environmental chemistry and technology, 

Hy bra mussels have sig- with what would become the ideal propos- 
i nificantly decreased al: attaching electrodes to the ship's surface 
{ the population of inorder to ‘zap’ the biofouling organisms. 

: the microscopic food 
A t — supply, and their tis- “T thought about, ‘what if we could create 

_ rf oo sues accrue pollut- very strong mini-electric fields as we had 
ae _ § ants that are harmful Made our own nano films as electrodes,’” 

P st i ee tl 7 £ to the environment. Anderson says. They would create a “mov- 
ee ' — § If not controlled, the ing field, always pulsing, to trick the organ- 

+ = o a zebra mussel ‘plague’ isms into detracting.” 

ud 3 could spread to the . 
i = New England area He contacted the Navy for funding, real- 

Rodolfo Perez holds a beaker containing undeveloped mus- and cause even more izing that its ships would reap huge ben- 
sels that will be used in testing the prevention of biofouling. problems for the fish- efits if the proposal eventually became a 

ing industry. reality. Then in January 2004, Rodolfo Perez 

seaweed are just a few of the undesirable i Was’askedsto join the developments teany 
creatures that can attach themselves to a In the past, copper-based paints have been _ graduate seadene insthe ce parent o 
ship’s hull. used on boats’ hulls to successfully prevent civil and environmental engineering, Perez 

biofouling, but studies have found it to be says working with Anderson, Noguera and 
Seeking any substrate (generally an artifi- detrimental to the environment. Evidence Tompkins is like having “three bosses and 

cial surface, such as a ship hull, pier, buoy Of this includes female organisms grow- one employee,” since he conducts the bio- 
or even an air conditioning pipe) that is in ing male parts and other less than desirable 

ET 
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logical testing and is guided by the three There is no general i 
environmentalists. configuration.” 4 ; \ 

To date, the testing has been steady and But Perez adds ie. a a4 

successful. The prototype electrodes are that for right now, i o SS » 

made of titanium and are placed very close “We're not think- [| ed * 
together-only 8 to 100 microns apart. The ing to put these |e 7 ‘ Pe J ‘ q | 

voltage drop across each is huge, resulting things straight onto | #i* | bd 
in equally large field strength. The pulsing a ship, since cost is- ee . " So - aT 

electrodes are controlled from an outside sues would make it : a - aN bis . 

power source, where the voltage as well completely unfea- Steric = : 
as the time on and off for each electrode is _ sible. Rather, we're i ie 
monitored. working on devel- : | = — Mx 

oping plates with a go 
“When I started to do some literature — similar features, but , 

searches on this idea, I noticed that other easier to scale up. { —_. a 
folks had the idea of huge fields but with These electrodes ss S 

large, continuous voltages. That idea had are used to prove \ . 3 
been done, but what about small, discon- the concept; their - 3 — is _ 

tinuous voltages with the electrodes close straightforward ap- oa 

together to give a large field? Voila! Pulsed plications are more ; 7 oe 

electric fields,” Anderson says about his  yelated with small- ae | a 

thought process. er devices such as — — 
sensors.” —. 

The electrode prototype was first designed oo 
by a team at Penn State University, but the The team started sc a 

UW-Madison researchers have been work- _ their work by look- — 4 
ing to make improvements. The electrodes ing at what hap- a oar So 

that are currently being used are called In- pens when surfaces ‘ 

terdigitated Electrodes (IDE). The series of are stationary and [as oe: 

parallel strips form a structure similar in have been compar- “Fa if 

appearance to two combs with their prongs ing different fields. led — 

facing each other, and with each of the The Navy has ee a Pd ' 

combs wired to an electrical source. taken an active in- gs 3 

P i : terest in this topic, ra yA = 
Although idyllic, placing the electrodes all ang is funding 40 i! on 5 

along the entire ship’s hull is not an option different ‘esearch . a 2 

because it would be far too expensive and groups. Research 3 
may not be necessary. Instead the ultimate jg presented to the - - — e 
plan is to place groups of platelets along Greanuaion suas Perez prepares a slide for experimentation in the Water 

the hull and test different patterns for effec- 41] meetings. The Science and Engineering Laboratory. 
tiveness. The team has been studying what — (jW-Madison team 

field conditions are best for coding, or aS goon hopes to work 

Perez puts it, “We are designing the best ge- with different organisms outside of barna- ’ : ; 
ometry for keeping antifouling conditions. cles, and have been invited to submit a pro- Through the collaboration with other uni- 

posal to combat versities doing similar testing, the use of 

: c a oe basic organisms. electrodes for antifouling purposes is more 
ee than a mere possibility. With national en- 

fs ey oe a e The UW-Madison Vitonmental concern skyrocketing, there 
, oe ro team, led by Perez, #S little doubt that support for this project 

sh , ae a. thas aa exempla- will increase. For now, Perez and his team 

— a a : : ry progress since will continue conducting research and test- 
ae en my . their original pro-  ins- Perhaps someday, Perez will be able to 

ee 2 os posal. The long- add “biological fouling eliminator” to his 

oe term benefits from @lteady impressive resume. we 

oe Author bio: Jaynie Sammons isa junior in 
3 7" & crésult’ in, extreme industrial and systems engineering and is 

Eset eat i also working towards a certificate in techni- 
* “ § cost reductions for Tae oe : 

. of mage onli. acene cal communications. This is her first semes- 
oo F | 8 ye ed ter writing for the Wisconsin Engineer. 

Fs fp transportation, but 

a, H for any surface in 
—_ j@ constant contact 

Perez examines the electrodes used to zap the biofouling with water. 
organisms. 
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Cross-Campus Photo Contest 

Grand Prize Winner, >. 

Looking Through by John R. Brossman 
A digital image taken using the afocal photography 

technique with a Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope.
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Thank you to all photographers and voters. 

Also, thanks to our sponsors for prizes and 

support: 
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MUINBUNZING (CICA I71€10-DAMELIES 

By Ryan Denissen 

hat if it were possible to build Other miniature technologies could be Blanchard and his team have invented anew 
Wee sensors the size of ants, used to generate power such as fuel cells or _ type of insulation that has broken through 

or millions of tiny satellites that | chemical batteries. “The main reason [nu- _ this barrier. This insulation uses tiny pillars 
spread like space dust and communicate _ clear batteries] are used is their long life,” made of a polymer called SU-8 to connect 
with each other as well as larger satellites? Blanchard says, as evidenced by their 25- thin sheets of silicon. The empty space be- 
The technology to build these miniature — year lifetime in NASA space probes. tween the silicon sheets is evacuated mak- 
machines and sensors already exists but the ing conduction only possible through the 
obstacle preventing these tiny devices from Only one thing was keeping the research- pillars. SU-8 is a poor heat conductor, and 
becoming reality is that no one has been €rs from creating applicable thermoelectric coupled with the pillars’ relatively small 
able to develop an adequate microscopic nuclear micro-batteries: they required mi- cross-sectional area, the result is very little 
power source. cro-insulation. heat loss through conduction. This high re- 

sistance to conduction forces heat to slowly 
James Blanchard, UW-Madison professor radiate from one silicon sheet to the next; 
of engineering physics, has found a way to thus improving insulation properties sig- 
jump this final hurtle through the use of nu- nificantly. 

clear micro-batteries. These batteries “take 9 
energy from decaying isotopes and convert a Rui Yao, a graduate student working with 
that to electrical energy,” Blanchard says. J Blanchard, constructs this new insula- 

iy tion through lithography. First, a layer of 
Isotopes can release energy in the form of Y fi specially formulated, epoxy based SU-8 is 

alpha particles, beta particles or gamma ‘i spread over the silicon substrate. The con- 
rays. Alpha particles occur when the iso- 4 sistency of this type of SU-8 “is like honey,” 
tope ejects two protons with two neutrons '|£ Rui says. After evenly spreading a film of 
or “essentially a helium nucleus,” says ‘| SU-8, the sample is baked for five minutes 

Blanchard. Beta particles are simply free |% to increase the film’s density. Next, a stencil 
electrons that are released from the isotope’s = S that exposes only the desired pillar loca- 
nucleus. Gamma rays are not particles but a tions is placed on top of the SU-8 layer, and 

rather electromagnetic radiation similar to [|__| PME} the sample is exposed to ultraviolet light. 
X-rays. Nuclear batteries can be designed to Blanchard has taught at UW-Madison The unexposed SU-8 is then wiped off while 
produce energy from either alpha particles since 1988 and received a UW distin- the areas exposed to the light have hard- 

or beta particles. guished teaching award in 2002. ened and remain. The SU-8 pillars that give 

: this insulation its unique properties have 
Blanchard and his team have recently fo- “Thermoelectrics are more efficient the pow been formed. Lastly, another silicon 
cused on batteries that use the ENeTSY) from hotter they run...insulation becomes more substrate is placed on top, and the sample 
alpha particles. When these particles are jmportant at small scales,” Blanchard says. is cooked to bond the two substrates and 
released, they lodge within a nearby ma- This is because the surface area to volume complete the insulation. 
terial converting their energy to heat. This _ ratio is very high, causing rapid heat loss. 

heat is then converted to electricityin much The challenge is developing insulation for Blanchard’s team of researchers has veri- 
the same way that a thermocouple converts batteries smaller than the letters on this _ fied the effectiveness of this insulation with 

heat to voltage in digital thermometers. page. computer models as well as experimen- 
—— 
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Potential applications of nuclear micro- 
oo batteries are endless. The most exciting 

oo prospect of this technology would be the 
". ey batteries’ ability to power integrated micro- 

eat r machines and sensors. For example, diabe- 

a a tes patients could have devices implanted 
aie Meek : = 

that sense diabetic shock and immediately 
inject a dose of insulin to quickly reduce 
their blood sugar. Military intelligence 
gathering capabilities could also greatly ex- 

. ~ Pand through the use of miniature robotic 
i 4 motion sensors and listening devices that 

& : : . 
¥ are capable of changing locations on their 
g own. 
2 
g One's imagination is the only limit on the 
= prospects of this technology. This new insu- 

Blanchard’s research team is working on developing batteries that can power lation may soon allow for the development 

Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS). These systems can be used to harness of a long lasting micro-scale power source. 

the power of the microprocessor and perception of the microsensor. The availability of onboard power would 

cut the leash holding back the mass produc- 
tion of millions of independent micro-ma- 

tally with prototypes. These prototypes and miniature devices within this insula- chines and sensors. we 
have been made as thin as 50 micrometers, _ tion. 

“we would like to get to 20 micrometers,” Author Bio: Ryan is a senior at UW-Madi- 
Blanchard says. “{We] need the technology to bring every- son majoring in mechanical engineering. 

thing together,” Yao says. Once a method is 
Though the future looks optimistic, chal- developed, these micro-batteries will pro- 
lenges remain. The researchers must devel- vide long lasting power on a microscopic 
op an effective way to package the batteries _ scale. 
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By Adam Anders 

magine nearly 200 years of data process- | Aunique aspect of the OSGis that, although popularity ever since. UW-Madison has 
[= done in just a year and a half. Now _ the Department of Energy and the National _ its own smaller grid known as GLOW, the 

imagine this being done at over 50 sites Science Foundation have provided $30 mil- _ Grid Laboratory of Wisconsin, which is uti- 
across the country and the world. lion for expansion, there is no money set _ lized for a variety of fields including high 

aside to buy new computers. The money is _ energy physics and genomics. 
The Open Science Grid (OSG) does just that, used to connect preexisting standard com- 
putting the power of thousands of comput- _ puters-not servers or supercomputers like “It looks like Open Science Grid in minia- 
ers to work on everything from microbiol- some other networks. Dr. Roy says that the ture,” Roy says. The idea of sharing com- 
ogy to astronomy. The Grid is composed Grid does not require special computers, puting resources allows groups to save 
of 50 independent sites for a total of about but works by “sharing community hard- money by using other computers during 
20,000 CPUs in the U.S., South Americaand ware.” times of peak processing needs, while shar- 
Asia. Each site has desktop or rack-mount ing their computers during slow times. 
computers linked together with specially The idea of grid computing hasbeen around OSG is similar to projects like SETI and Ein- 
designed software that allows large compu- _ since the 1970s and has been increasing in stein@Home, where home users can add 
tational tasks to be distributed across avail- ——<—— 
able computers. UW-Madison has about a ee : 
1,500 computers on the Grid, half of which F a | hal Ss . i =F 
are desktop workstations. ; i i hh P be | t ce oe Hl m 

“The computers that we use aren’t really a ——— a a . - 
that different than desktop computers,” Dr. se 311177 HRERONenea aa taaraeed 
Alain Roy, software coordinator for OSG yr itd 
and UW-Madison associate computer sci- |] oT 7 ay 
ence researcher, says. Ee a a . 

Universities, research groups and national |——=Syug mii # 7 H 
laboratories who want to use the OSG re- [gues , , r “ 7 
sources must become members of the OSG ee _— - g 
virtual organization and be approved by Ly ES eT £ 
the board of directors. Users are then able fi 4 
to upload data or programs to specific OSG & 
facilities for processing. The sites operate | 7a) E 
independently, allowing each to divide its ) . he > 
total computing power between its users. a 2 
In general, sites join the OSG because they 3 a 
are willing to share their computing power Standard workstations across campus link together to create UW-Madison’s 
when they are not busy in exchange for the computing grid, one of 50 similar sites that form the Open Science Grid. 
same services when they are. 
———— 
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their own computing power to the network. iT oe aT ES! al 
However, unlike the other two, OSG is not a af - es if ——— ———_ 
limited to running one specific program; it 7 vd i Pa ae i a . 
can run anything that a user uploads. ie a i ra 

pietaiege cat ite’ en ee 
The benefits of a potentially limitless net- ee Mea ne On % 
work do not come without a certain amount aay f 
of risk. Since the uploaded programs and 
data are run through other computers, ; 
there are more entry points for computer LO e “a. a i 

hackers. This discourages some companies, > opie] ciiaiiaed 
such as those producing pharmaceuticals, mn az : 
from joining the network for fear of having ), Tie = 
proprietary information stolen. Although oy 
most researchers at universities and labs | 
are wary of potential leaks, the odds of this 
happening remain small and do not deter 
most users. 

The OSG provides many groups at the uni- na 
versity with a valuable computing asset. § 5 
The high energy physics department uses 5 
the grid to process data from the Compact 2 
Muon Solenoid, which will be used to in- Fe 

vestigate unproven theories of modern 2 
physics. 2 

= 
“Wisconsin OSG computers have provided The Open Science Grid allows researchers like Chi-Chun Liu, a UW-Madison 
17 million CPU hours, mostly for CMS,” graduate student, to process vast amounts of data more efficiently. 

Dan Bradley, senior systems programmer 
for high energy physics, says. In the last 
year and a half, the OSG has allowed many 
groups from all over the world to analyze Poy A 
this data efficiently. Pigwick Papers, LLC- Foo 

Tee dba Bob's Copy Shop 
Imagine nearly 200 years (formerty Bob's Copy Shop - Randell Tower) 
of data processing done (608) 251-2936 
fos half 1404 University Ave. A family owned and operated quick 
inj usta veal and a alf. ee printer providing affordable, high quality digital 

Now Imagine this Teproduction for more than 30 years! 

being done at over 50 
sites across the country ah tT ceo WA Ne ae 

and the world. ares Ty nteipae re 
perishes Se ee ee : ia * Color Copies 

a z . Transparencies 

Grid computing provides an efficient and aie * Custom Color Calendars 
cost-effective way for scientists and re- : tal 
searchers to process the large amounts of ‘Mon-Thurs. ae RESUMES 

data that modern experiments require. oe ts + Manuals 
F 3 i + Reports 

UW-Madison has long been a leader in grid ‘ f + Theses 
computing and looks to continue by devot- i : * Faxing Services 
ing $1.2 million a year toward the expan- a eae sted 

sion and improvement of the OSG. Come Visit Us - Bosal Bling 

Zé . . pice + Hard Bound Books 
Our goal is to expand the number of sites On The Web + Large Format Printing and Laminating 

and users, and I think we'll have no prob- d OD (up to three feet wide!) 
lem doing that,” Roy says. We is i + Banners 

: : + Business Cards 

Author Bio: Adam Anders is a sophomore Hees 
RSS ty : Oe ; : + T-shirts 

majoring in electrical engineering and physics. ~ CD Duplication and Jewel Case Printing 

www.bobscopyshop.com * and more..... 
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CONSUMER TECHNOLOGY 
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By Matt Treske 

magine the feeling experienced walk- consistency of this enthralling event were Upon entrance to the 2007 CES visitors 
ing into a local Best Buy, Circuit City the 2,700 consumer electronic vendors who _ would find it wise to begin their journey 
or similar large-scale retail electronics _ showed up to flaunt their latest and great- _ by getting a glimpse of what the future will 

vendor. Upon entrance you are greeted est achievements and breakthroughs in hold for the consumer electronic industry 
with an ever-present aura of fascination product lines for the upcoming year. by entering the Grand Lobby. The Grand 
inflicted by high ceilings lined with bril- Lobby is a tech enthusiast’s vision into the 
liant fluorescent lights, aisle upon aisle of P world of the trade organization that hosts 

beeping, blinking and dazzling electronics The most buzzed about item the Consumer Electronics Show, the Con- 
and a sense of chaos among the vast num- on the floor, and perhaps sumer Electronics Association (CEA). 

ber of employees and customers grazing ie 
throughout the main show floor. even the entire show, was Although the lobby was littered with 

LG’s BH100 home media smaller kiosks, visitors would find it hard 
If you were to take this feeling and multi- : to miss the impressive “Best of Innova- 

ply it by the number of seconds in a day player capable of playing both tions” display or the ESPN/CEA Grand 
you will have just barely scratched the sur- HD-DVD and Blu-Ray discs. Lobby Stage. 
face of the thrill that greeted visitors of the 
2007 International Consumer Electronics Taking a left out of the Grand Lobby, visi- 
Show in Las Vegas, Nevada. tors found themselves either welcomed or 

scared away by one of the LVCC’s most 
The International Consumer Electronics The meat and potatoes of the 2007 CES was__ peculiar wings. The North Hall was the 
Show (CES) is the largest consumer elec- found in the Las Vegas Convention Cen- focal point for automotive advancements 
tronics show on the planet. An annual ter (LVCC). Nearly all of the 2,700 exhib- in mobile technology. Depending on the 

event that takes place every yearinJanuary, — jts could be found within its several halls | demographic of the visitor, the North Hall 
this year’s show spanned three buildings and lobbies. This is where the action was to May have been a make or break segment of 

in Las Vegas from January 8 to the 11: The be found. If time were of no issue, visitors _ the 2007 CES. 
Las Vegas Convention Center, Sands Expo _ were also able to visit a handful of emerg- : ; 
and Convention Center/The Venetian and ing technology exhibits at the Sands Expo A younger and progressive audience was 
the Las Vegas Hilton. The 2007 CES was the and Convention Center or check out the In- mediately treated toan extravagant pres 
biggest show to date. ternational Gateway at the Hilton. sentation of incredibly powerful, window- 

decimating decibels. If the earth shaking 
According to press releases following the 4 bass didn’t drive you and your ears 
cessation of the 2007 show, over 140,000 Ma away, your eyes would be 

attendees were welcomed to an elec- Ke Ny treated to a re- 
tronic extravaganza boasting 1.8 aN es S markable 
million square feet of exhibit ; i pre- 
space. Contributing to i. “ 

= am 
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Visitors throng the Grand Lobby at the International Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, Nevada. 
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E 
3 Two new media formats, 
$ HD-DVD and_ Blu-Ray, 

\ 2 are battling for consumer 
} = approval. 

) £ yo. 
Ee yay \ 5 

ti 

sentation of various mobile automotive To the swiftly expanding group of tech en-  Crytek’s upcoming computer game Crysis. 
gadgets including speakers, global posi- _ thusiasts who declare themselves “PC Mod- Crysis will be one of the first games to truly 
tioning systems and LCDs. ders,” this was the place to be. It was in the __ utilize the power of DirectX10 technology 

found in Microsoft's new operating system, 
Retreating back through the Grand Lobby =~ _ "Vista. 
and into the enormous Central Hall, sights A younger and progressive 
of astonishingly sleek photographic tools, audience was immediately With a location in one of the world’s most 
impossibly large televisions and increasing- intriguing cities and an unprecedented 
ly sexy media centers accompany the mes- treated to an extravagant amount of revolutionary exhibits that would 
merizing reverberation of the crispest audio presentation of incredibly humble even the largest of trade shows, the 
equipment on the planet. It was the Central powerful, window-decimating 2007 CES celebrated its 40th anniversary in 
Hall that was home to both the inspira- decibels record-breaking fashion. The thousands of 
tional demonstration of seemingly infinite ; products that made their debut at the show 
television size and high definition resolu- will no doubt soon be making their way 
tions and was also the key battle ground for into our living rooms and pockets. We 
the next generation media format conflict South Hall that all of the major computer | : 

between HD-DVD and Blu-Ray (see “Discs component companies were teasing every- Author Bio: Matt Treske is a freshman 
of the Future,” Feb. 2005). Perhaps the most body with their upcoming line of products cag ipee ing Seen me Pe Second So cet 

impressive of displays in the Central Hall for the 2007 year. From bizarre computer with the Wisconsin Engineer. 
was not Westinghouse’s Quad Full high- cases and water cooling kits to never before 
definition display running a resolution of seen system memory timings and process- 

3840x2160 or even Sharp's 108” LCD televi- ing power that is out of this world, it would 
sion which eclipsed the previous maximum be impossible not to crack a grin in the 

size of large plasma and LCD displays. No, — South Hall. 

the most buzzed about item on the floor, 

and perhaps even the entire show, was LG’s One of the newest technologies that has 
BH100 home media player capable of play- gamers drooling on their keyboards is 
ing both HD-DVD and Blu-Ray discs. es ae faeths : 

Continuing on their journey through the 3 
LVCC, enthusiasts would stumble into the a #oc% i set el, 

southern end of the building, which was yw . ar : 
made up of South Halls 1 and 2. The ground oe si 

floor was the home of numerous exhibits in “aa 
the departments of home theatre, satellite - = ? 

and data networking. Although interest in : 3 . 
the products and innovations located on the _ “ ae uf — 
ground level was obvious by the intrigue of ne s a a “gr es 
visitors on the floor, it would be impossible a : Cian: 
not to notice the grins and overhear the con- “ns sn Sree nal tle “iy 
versations of the impressed visitors coming 5 i . : 
down from upstairs. a 

3 

South Halls 3 and 4, the upper level of the é 
South Hall, were the main grounds of the 4 

computer hardware, home networking and 5 

electronic gaming exhibits. It was on this 2 
floor that interaction between visitors and 2 
new technology was most prevalent. = z 

What student wouldn’t want to take home a 55” plasma HDTV from Hitachi? The TV 
was on display at the 2007 Consumer Electronics Show. 
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ON CAMPUS 

Double, Dual research centers planned for campus 
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coon a (WA Lt Pe at LL) b MO APE LD deh A RT ld fia § 
By Natalie Forster and Lynn Singletary 

veryone knows Wisconsin for its Morgridge Institute for Research. Although serve as a communal place for collabora- 
dairy farms and breweries, but does _ they will be separately funded, researchers _ tion, not only between public and private, 
everyone know that a new brewery— from both institutes will have the oppor- _ but also between disciplines. This interdis- 

of sorts—will be built right here in the heart tunity to talk about their work and share  ciplinary collaboration is one of the central 
of the UW-Madison campus? Sorry beer ideas over a cup of coffee, as well as attend _ themes of the WID. 
lovers, it’s not a beer brewery. It’s an idea __ seminars together. 
brewery. Part of the design includes the location of 

“There will be a lot of common interest. the building itself, which is critical to mak- 

The Wisconsin Institutes for Discovery They will be working together in terms of ing this facility a nucleus of collaborative 
(WID), UW-Madison’s newest hub for in- _ thinking together,” Marsha Seltzer, interim _ research. Its proximity to the engineering, 
terdisciplinary research, will be builton the director of the Wisconsin Institute for Dis- chemistry, biochemistry, computer science 
university block surrounded by University covery, says. and biotechnology buildings means that 
and Randall Avenue, as well as West John- d : : ne researchers, faculty and students alike will 

son and Charter Street. Construction is An atrium, designed with socialization in have convenient access to the new facility. 
slated to begin in 2008. When completed in mind, will connect the two buildings and 
2010, the new kid on the block will become 

UW-Madison’s central research facility de- § 

signed to promote collaboration, informa- E 
tion sharing and the generation-or brew- = 

ing—of new ideas in the biomedical field. — ri sine E 
Leen / ee anes 7 < 

The WID was made possible by a $50 mil- i A ae ieee a aT i a & 

lion donation from UW-Madison alumni ae i < 
John and Tashia Morgridge-the largest a ch } aun et & 
individual donation in the history of the 4 Tar wae ree aaa = 
school. The Wisconsin Alumni Research — aa | | | | = 
Foundation (WARF) and the state of Wis- —& i Ee ee > 
consin both matched this donation. This VW B (ae beers) of 3 
$150 million undertaking will only be the aman, y pa El ea aa 
beginning of possibilities for UW-Madison | i Samer, bs M2 
researchers. 2 

9 

The facility will house not one, but two - é 
institutes for discovery: the public Wiscon- _ This view, from Union South, depicts part of the 1300 block of University Avenue 
sin Institute for Discovery and the private _ that will be demolished to build the Wisconsin Institutes for Discovery. 
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3 
Le al Morgridge Institute for Research Board and 

ae m= | managing director of WARF, says. 

: ne 3 e al : At a university already well known for its 
: Pe a § prestigious researchers and award-winning 
r be é discoveries, a new and improved interdisci- 

a “i ele! 2 plinary research center is a welcome addi- 
bil ie — > tion. There is no end to the ways in which 

lanl 2 the Wisconsin Institutes for Discovery could 
= s = improve the lives of people everywhere, 

ee aed $ proving to the nation that Wisconsin has 

a L Pee. ae dl 3 more to offer than just dairy products and 
5 ‘= beer. i 5 ' : R DIS! om 3 We 

Fen) - * - ame Author bios: Natalie Forster is a fifth year 
i = senior majoring in mechanical engineering. 

= B ‘6 This is her third article with the Wisconsin 

: , a: i = Engineer. 
i = = 

3 Bo : 18 i i i i 
This image shows the close proximity that the institutes will have to existing peal Singleieiy oie eshma Infenaing ue 

aloes ao ‘i jor in civil engineering. This is her first 
scientific facilities on the UW-Madison campus. article with the Wisconsin Engineer. 

“It will be research that involves nanotech- seminars and lectures and assist with re- 
nology, biotechnology and information — search, although no timetable classes will 
technology for the purpose of making dis- _ be held in the center. ~ aaa 
coveries that enhance human health and Thiet ea a 
welfare,” Seltzer says. Students in the College of Engineering can : a al rm alls 

look forward to the possibility of many ane ae 
Eight research proposals in alignment with engineering-related research opportuni- |. a oes ira 
this goal have already been approved by the __ ties that build on concepts from other dis- ae, Sal dee “| eat ee 
WID. Research topics include the early de- Pes Ze tt Eos es 
tection of disease, treatments for hyperac- : : : = eae me ee 
tivity in children and the healing of rote The Wisconsin Institutes Aer ge NS ae gM re + 
wounds. In a highly competitive process,a_ for Discovery promise tobe =f; || | gang LAA f\ 
committee headed by Paul Peercy, dean of a breeding ground for new ls a oe A CEA “fk 
the College of Engineering, sifted through i Sin ag gM pe Wie 
over 220 letters of intent from interdisciplin- ideas and a crossroads a gy eae 98 VE ee a 
ary research teams seeking funding from between disciplines all over Ne Bl ZA i oe 
the WID. After surviving multiple rounds campus. be a ies.) 
of competition and the scrutiny of several Pe Ae, el eicae yp 
judging committees, eight final research es | ae of ei os tr di 
ventures were chosen to receive Discovery fr eer = ag linc Poh i (5 
Seed Grants. However, these are not neces- _ciplines. According to Dean Peercy, engi- < va ke “at ee” eae 3 
sarily the same research teams that will be _ neering has always been built around the [sa a0Giiw. <i Wa rm WD Te 
housed in the WID building. In fact, not all physical sciences. Some examples of engi- —_ ae ay a ee 3 
WID research will be conducted in the new _ neering-related fields that are likely to be Pe Be Ma ar B) $ 

facility. explored in conjunction with researchers |My, aiieee ry i 2 
from other departments are biomedical en- [Be » @ ae Aa 

“The Wisconsin Institutes for Discovery gineering, healthcare, energy supply and} ap Oe = Ae 
will extend across campus. It’s like a hub environmental sustainability. 2 = / Aft ad 7, a > 
and spokes,” Dean Peercy explains. “Re- Po Af W ie. |2 
search will be done where it makes sense.” “This is an exciting opportunity for the LD VA hs i y bi 

a ; campus and the College of Engineering,” An architectural rendering shows an 
In addition to reaching out across campus, says Dean Peercy. aerial view of the proposed Wisconsin 
the WID also intends to connect to the com- Institutes for Discovery. 
munity by being highly involved in the ed- The Wisconsin Institutes for Discovery 
ucation of current and future UW-Madison promise to be a breeding ground for new 
students. The institutes will encourage sci- ideas and a crossroads between disciplines 
entificeducation for the community through all over campus. For more information about 

oe ee es leap wai a Sa ee anes The Wisconsin Institutes for Discovery, 
ortunities for K-12 students from aroun , a Nell ; 

Wisconsin, Current UW-Madison students _ to bring the best and the brightest together Ge ah to Dianidieaye yee edh: 
will also have the opportunity to attend and mix them up and see what they can 

do,” Carl Gulbrandsen, chairman of the 
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COMMENTARY 

The finest in eclectic humor 

By Wisconsin Engineer staff 

Top 10 spring break destinations for engineers 

1. Engineering Centers Building — | 

2. Mom’s basement eee | 
: N ee A a cy 5 

3. Yucca Mountain > a .@ Za VaR 

4. LEGOLAND® eis ey a a 
. . Ai) oo gi ois a | ; 5. Fermi National Accelerator ie i. ie 

6. Silicon Valley 1 ley soe Wl ee: 
7. Smithsonian Vee. a 

8. Space camp 6S ioe 
9. Area 51 

10. Bed 

eh hiss fH i sili a a, 

Hi mom, t Yucca Mountain: ie 
7 f fun a , 

a ke me a doe E ome? 

oa tment for when | Se otice an 
appol tanning, \ started to nN d. See you 
While low. Think it's ba : a 4 

abnormal 9 sf ; i 
when | get none an 

Bart 
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